The Indonesian Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries (MMAF) has agreed to work with the fishery to take the minimum level of 60 in the MSC scoring requirements, but is now obliged to improve to global best certification, PT CRAC has committed to six conditions of certification. In these six areas, PT CRAC has met required under the harvest control rules in place that are consistent with the harvest strategy and are approached. The selection of the harvest control rules shall take into account the main uncertainties. Evidence shall be available that indicates that tools are designed to achieve the exploitation levels of the stock, and the elements of the harvest control rules are approached. The selection of the harvest control rules shall take into account the main uncertainties. Evidence shall be available that indicates that tools are designed to achieve the exploitation levels of the stock, and the elements of the harvest control rules are approached.


tools

fishing method – catches one fish at a time using a pole and line. Live baits are used to attract the target species by "chumming". Chumming involves throwing a bucket of live baits/fish parts into the water. A usual fishing day is labour intensive and is carried out by hand by a large crew. The hooks which are used are large so as to prevent catching small baits/fish parts into the water. A usual fishing day is labour intensive and is carried out by hand by a large crew. The hooks which are used are large so as to prevent catching small
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"PT. Citraraja Ampat Canning is leading the way in sustainable fishing in Indonesia and Southeast Asia. Working together with fishery polytechnic and fishery school in Sorong, to give their students hands on practice with the one by one pole and line fishing method so as to encourage younger generations to become involved in pole and line fishing. The efforts made by the fishery to achieve MSC certification will help safeguard livelihoods, fisheries follow their lead by joining the global movement for seafood sustainability." - Patrick Caleo, Asia Pacific Director at the Marine Stewardship Council.